Modern Jewish Life in Russia: A Showing of Several Short Documentaries by Galina Evtushenko

The University of Oregon-UNESCO Crossings Institute is proud to announce a screening of several short documentary films with Galina Evtushenko, who produced and directed the films. This event is co-sponsored by the Harold Schnitzer Program in Judaic Studies.

About Dr. Galina Evtushenko
Dr. Evtushenko is a Fulbright Visiting Scholar at UAlbany from the Russian State University for the Humanities in Moscow, where she teaches Film/Cinema Studies. Dr. Evtushenko is a director, maker of documentary and feature films.

This presentation is conducted through the Fulbright Scholar Program’s Outreach Lecturing Fund (OLF).

Film Screening with Visiting Fulbright Scholar Galina Evtushenko
Wednesday, May 16 at 6:00 PM
Pizza will be Served

The Event will take place at the EMU in Room: Crater Lake North at the University of Oregon. All are Welcome

Contact Ashlea Allred
UNESCO Crossings Institute
aallred@uoregon.edu